Abstract-Inertial sensors, like accelerometers and gyroscopes, are rarely used by themselves to measure displacement. Currently, the use of low cost IMUs for this particular application is very impractical due to the accumulation of errors from various sources. In this study, a position estimation using Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) in a quadcopter is developed. The objective of the researchers is to develop an algorithm that will make the quadcopter travel a certain displacement or position. The algorithm uses mainly the information from the IMU and minimizes the error between the desired displacement and the actual displacement travelled by the quadcopter. The implemented approach is to use an error factor. The error factor is a value that is inversely proportional to the desired displacement. Experiments indicate that the system provides accurate pose estimates and are robust.
I. INTRODUCTION
As Inertial Measurement Unit(IMU) sensors are unable to measure position directly (only angular velocity and acceleration), precisely determining the position of quadcopters using IMU has been proven to be a great challenge, especially in applications where the displacement is to be estimated over a long period of time due to error accumulation in the acceleration measurement. This study describes a method to implement a double integration of the signal obtained from the sensor using a microcontroller to obtain position.
The objective of the study is to develop an algorithm that will make the quadcopter travel a certain displacement or position. This algorithm uses mainly the information from the IMU and minimizes the error between the desired displacement and the actual displacement travelled by the quadcopter.
II. METHODOLOGY

A. Hardware Design of the Quadcopter
The hardware design ,as shown in Figure 1 , have a major role in the algorithm for flight of the quadcopter. The quadcopter developed by the researchers is a Do-It-Yourself (DIY) quadcopter. The parts included to make this quadcopter are four motors that were connected to an Electronic Speed Controller (ESC), a li-po battery, a microcontroller or a microprocessor, and various sensors. The flight controller chosen by the researchers is an ATMega328 microcontroller with an MPU6050 sensor as shown in Figure 2 . This microcontroller is where the code was uploaded to do all the processes for maneuvering the quadcopter and the position estimation 
B. Software Design of the Quadcopter
The general algorithm for the development of the software to be uploaded to the to flight controller of the system is outlined in Figure 3 .The use of Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) control as well as Kalman filtering are essential components of the system software. 
A. Algorithm for Flight
Quadcopters are aerodynamically unstable, which is why they can't be controlled just by changing the speed of the motors linearly with respect to the radio controller inputs (Aileron, Elevator, Rudder and Throttle). This is why an IMU has to be used to remove the error between quadcopter's real orientation and reference orientation from the radio controller. This is the update process of the PID controller. The controller outputs a control signal used to control the speed of the actuators. On this section, the PID output is calculated and will affect the speed of the motors. PID controller has three gains, an input, a setpoint and bounds. These three gains affect how aggressive the PID controller operates. PID input is the value coming from the sensors. PID setpoint is the value calculated from the receiver data. PID bounds is the limit of the PID output. The relationship between the three-axis sensor and throttle inputs with four outputs in the motor control system as a whole was shown in figure 4. Figure 5 shows the corresponding codes in the Arduino environment of the PID Controller Block Diagram.
B. Position Estimation Method
As illustrated on Figure 3 , the orientation and linear acceleration of the quadcopter must be known before double integration takes place. In order to determine the orientation of the quadcopter, acceleration values are needed.
The acceleration data are noisy, resulting to a noisy orientation reading. Therefore, the researchers used a Kalman Filter to further filter out acceleration noise. After filtering the acceleration values, the researchers then calculates the orientation of the quadcopter for roll angle (ϕ) and pitch angle (θ).
For the quadcopter to travel a distance, it needs to tilt its body with respect to its roll and pitch angle. As it tilts an angle, the accelerometer is getting acceleration values with gravity. Before the researchers can calculate the displacement obtained by the quadcopter, linear acceleration must be known first, thus it is essential to remove gravity in acceleration of x and y axes. In calculating the linear acceleration, equations 1 and 2 are used by the researchers. Code snippet for determining which motor is affected by a particular PID output Figure 7 shows the position estimation method implemented by the researchers. Double integrating the linear acceleration will result to displacement in the x and y axes. The corresponding codes for double integration and pythagorean theorem for calculating the resultant displacement can be observed in Figure 6 . In order to minimize the error between the desired displacement and the actual displacement made by the quadcopter, the researchers obtained an error factor. The quadcopter will stop travelling when its resultant displacement reaches a value equivalent to 1/error factor. The process of how the researchers obtained an error factor equation can be observed in Figure 8 . The error factor which is a function of desired displacement is not linear, thus, the researchers must conduct a test to achieve the error factor curve with a unit measure of 1 meter. The researchers conducted a test where error factors are pre-set starting from 6 to 192 to determine what percentage errors these error factors yield. Using these percentage errors, the researchers are then able to derive it to a desired displacement. After the researchers had plotted the error factor curve, an equation of the curve was generated with respect to the percentage error. This equation was used to correct the desired displacement of the quadcopter and the actual displacement.
Error factor is the value calculated using a desired displacement to achieve a particular percentage error. This value determines when the quadcopter will stop moving. Error factor is different for different desired displacements. The quadcopter will stop moving whenever the calculated resultant displacement travelled by the quadcopter is equal or greater than 1 divided by the error factor. The calculated resultant displacement is incomparable to the actual displacement travelled by the quadcopter because of the errors present from the sensor itself to the noise effects. For instance, the desired displacement is 5 meters, the calculated resultant displacement may not be equal to 5 meters and it may be more or less. The error factor determines what value of resultant displacement is calculated before the quadcopter stops and will yield approximately 5 meters away from the initial point. 
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For the objective of this study, the researchers tested a 1 meter desired displacement without an error factor to show how the accumulation of errors in the double integration of acceleration can greatly affect the position estimation of the quadcopter. Shown in Table 1 is the data gathered in this set-up. To minimize the errors, the researchers obtained an equation for the error factor with respect to the percentage error relative to a perceived displacement of 1 meter. Data in Table 2 was gathered through the series of trials made by the researchers to get a sampled data of error factor and its corresponding percentage error. Table 2 shows the distance travelled using pre-determined error factors. The data on table 4.2 was plotted using Microsoft PowerPoint 2013 on an X Y (Scatter) chart and generated an equation based on the trend line provided by the plots. The generated equation Figure 9 . shows the error factor curve made by the quadcopter. A trend line was generated along with the trend line equation. This equation will then be derived to an equation which is a function of desired displacement The percentage error can be derived into an error factor and is a function of desired displacement from Equation 3. To test the performance of the implemented algorithm shown in Figure 7 , three trials were performed in every desired displacement. In the implemented algorithm, the value of 1/error factor is compared to the displacement obtained by the quadcopter through double integration of its linear acceleration, thus making the quadcopter to stop its travel after the condition was satisfied. Table 3 -Table 8 present the results of the trials under each test condition. Using Equation 4, the researchers obtained these data with different desired displacement for three trials each displacement. It is observed that the percentage errors are increasing as the desired displacement was increased. This is because of the double integration of the acceleration data given by the sensor. Double integration is dependent to time which means that the result of the integration is a function of time. The time the quadcopter is travelling is increased when the desired displacement is increased since the quadcopter is travelling at a constant set of velocities.
IV. CONCLUSION
Inertial sensors are usually not used to obtain displacement because of the drift due to numerical integration, making these sensors most suitable for orientation sensing only. However,this study has successfully implemented a method to estimate the displacement from inertial sensors' readings with lesser errors. Experiments are also conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of the method. This system is useful in situations where displacement precision is not extremely critical and where no external reference measurement is provided.
